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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
From Parts Unknown Releases Christa Faust’s HOODTOWN
in New eBook Edition.
June 8, 2011; Los Angeles, CA – Hoodtown, the genre-bending ‘lucha-noir’novel from
the “First Lady of Hard Case Crime” Christa Faust (Money Shot, Choke Hold) is now
available in eBook format on the Amazon Kindle and on PCs, tablets and phones via the
Kindle App. The introductory price is $2.99, now available for immediate download.
Described by the author as “Casablanca with wrestling masks,” Hoodtown is a fusion of
lucha libre (Mexican masked wrestling) and vintage pulp with a gritty hardboiled
sensibility, all centered on a tough female lead.
‘X’ is a disgraced wrestler living on the mean streets of an all masked wrestler ghetto.
When a serial killer leaves behind not only dead, but unmasked, bodies, she is
reluctantly drawn into not only the manhunt, but a conspiracy that threatens the very
sanctity of Hoodtown’s masked culture.
About Christa Faust:
Christa Faust’s Money Shot was nominated for an Edgar award, Anthony award
and Barry award, and won a Spinetingler award in the ‘Rising Star’ category.
She worked in the Times Square peep booths, as a professional dominatrix,
and in the adult film industry both behind and in front of the cameras for over a
decade. She also wrote and directed the bondage adventure serial Dita in
Distress, featuring Burlesque queen Dita Von Teese. Faust is a Film Noir
fanatic, an avid reader of classic hardboiled pulp novels, and an MMA fight
fan. She lives and writes in Los Angeles.
www.ChristaFaust.com
Downloadable author shots: http://www.christafaust.net/?page_id=14
About From Parts Unknown:
Keith J. Rainville’s independent publishing company has been bringing lucha
libre pop culture to English-speaking audiences for the past 15 years. Hoodtown
was originally released in 2004 – a deluxe limited edition trade paperback with
illustrations by Rafael Navarro, dwindling stock of which is still available from
the publisher and on Amazon.com. www.FromPartsUnknown.com

